TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
good . . , Later, an expert on rugs and carpets told me it was an
excellent reproduction of the famous sixteenth-century Ardebil
carpet (worth a million) hanging in the Victoria and Albert
Museum. Its colouring of soft blues and wines, its design of
medallions, arabesques and Mosque lamps, melted in with my
walnut furniture and my Spanish leather screen and my two
pictures on the faint silvery-green panelled walls, as though I had
spent years of my life in the dreamy quest of it. I must confess to
being somewhat ashamed of my previous ignorance ; one out of
every two of my friends remarked on seeing it : "Hello, isn't that
the Ardebil carpet from the South Kensington ?"
By the 'odd perverse way of inanimate things (so-called, but I
darkly suspect the "inanimate" part of it) while I had rather
dreaded that this newly-furnished room would look too bright
and modern, it shifted and settled down at once to an atmosphere
almost too mellow and sober and subdued, too old-walnut and
port-wine and Forsyte Saga ; so that I kept on trying to unsettle
it and give it dash and colour, which it courteously absorbed and
yet retained its comfortable air of an excellent old vintage*
Providence in the shape of the Government decided that it would
greatly help the war-effort if I had no bedroom curtains,  I could
have sitting-room curtains, I could have carpets and chairs and
tables and wardrobes, cushions and lamps and desks and bowls
and brushes and brooms.   I could have marmalade kittens and
fifty-seven walking-sticks and two pottery jars from Savona . . .
but my bedroom curtains I chose and ordered, less and less hopefully,
three separate times, and alwayfc the Board of Trade, grinning
broadly, intervened with fresh regulations that just happened to
eliminate those special curtains unless I produced enough coupons
to keep me from having any clothes whatsoever for at least the
next two and a half years.   The windows in all those Regency
rooms are of lofty and dignified proportions that cover almost a
whole wall ; I went to bed with a stretch of very dense black-out
stuff pulled crookedly across the windows, instead of the folds
of nasttutium and copper and old gold I had rashly promised
myself.   And I felt I was present at my own lying-in-state, and
became a little despondent and wistful.   It had only needed this
to strengthen and justify my usual panic mechanism, that instead of
moving into a nice new home I had moved into the Waiferage and
was there for life.
It was during this Waiferage interim that I caught sight of
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